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Jayce Doose
Projector Update

• Smooth transition thus far
• Brightness and Contrast Adjusted to match old projector (thanks Scott!)
  – Brightness: 46
  – Contrast: 18
• Projector will retain settings after shut down
Backup Policy

• Data Backup Policy
  – Users are responsible for regular backups

• Imaging Backups
  – Quarterly (or after big system changes) so that programs and settings are maintained
  – Applies to both Dells and the Realtime Mac
Hard Drive Space – Presentation 1

• **Problem:**
  – Presentation 1’s tiny hard drive getting full

• **Solutions:**
  – User data cleanup on C:/ and D:/ (Data) drives
  – Extra Data2 drive (F:/)
    • 40 more GB, probably for new studies
Viruses!

Scan that flash drive!